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Abstract 
Analyzing a huge amount of data becomes a tricky challenge and an opportunity for data 

miners and businessmen today. Knowledge management processes can deal with big 

knowledge source to find tacit intelligence making businesses more agile and effective. 

Data mining is a powerful tool working with big data to create capabilities of forecasting 

and analysis. Yet there is a lack of research on where and how data mining can add value 

in knowledge management processes in organizations to maximize valuable knowledge 

for innovation and business management. The knowledge management processes of a 

psychiatry section in a Swedish hospital was used as a case study for this thesis. 

Interviews with manager, psychiatrist, auxiliary nurse and data scientists are conducted. 

Collected data is analyzed to create values of data mining based on a value creation 

framework through the knowledge management processes of psychiatry section in the 

hospital. Relying on this process, the limitations and strengths are exposed; whereby, a 

data mining implementing framework is formulated, and potentials of data mining for 

the process are suggested to support for all employees of psychiatry section in the hospital 

in decision making and caring for patients.   

 

Keywords: Knowledge management, knowledge management processes, data mining, big 

data, psychiatry, value creation framework 

1. Introduction 

Every day 2.5 quintillion data are created. 90% of the world’s data have been created since 

2016 (IBM Marketing Cloud, 2017). Data originate from everywhere: banking transactions, 

booking, users’ clicks on webpages to posts on social media, digital images and videos, GPS 

signals and maps (Han, Kamber and Pei, 2012). In 2017, every minute, users send 456,000 

tweets in Twitter, make 154,200 Skype calls, post 46,740 photos in Instagram and there are 

3,607,080 searches in Google (James, 2017). They are some significant and staggering 

numbers of data. We cannot measure the entire data in the world by gigabyte or terabyte, 

but zettabyte and yottabyte, which makes data become “big data”. 

Due to the above mentioned situation, many tools, methods and processes are 

devised to process big data. We can consider the classic topics of, for example, clustering 

and classification, database methods, business intelligent (BI), wavelets, support vector 

machines as methods and Apache Cassandra, Apache Hadoop, Neo4j, Storm as tools. These 

tools and methods belong to data mining (DM) which is a young but powerful and effective 

science field to mine big data.  

Following Lazer and Kennedy (2015), Google launched the Flu Trends based on the 

research by Google and the Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in 2008. 

Through the search engine, Google analyzed DM records of flu-related search terms against 

geographical areas with computer modeling to investigate where and when the flu 

outbreaks occur in real time. The results were mostly matched to the CDC’s data over time 

and delivered faster than the CDC did. It deemed that there was a perfect system for 

predicting and preventing flu outbreaks, but Google flu trend missed the Christmas 
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national peak of the 2013 flu. There were some comments from experts and papers of this 

failure. “You need to recalibrate them every year”, said John Brownstein, an epidemiologist 

at Harvard Medical School in Boston (Butler, 2013). “The term nowcasting refers to the 

process of predicting flu cases that happened in real time, which surveillance systems 

overlook” (Alessa and Faezipour, 2018, p. 2). “Future versions should, for example, 

continually update the fit of the data to flu prevalence—otherwise, the value of the data 

stream will rapidly decay” (Lazer and Kennedy, 2015). Despite the problem of DM in the 

Flu Trend system, the values of DM outweigh the negative issues. Friend suggestion on 

Facebook, Delta airline’s strategies of serving customers well by understanding customers’ 

feelings through tweets, McDonald’s strategies of improving operations and attracting 

more customers, recommendations on e-commercial websites are some practical 

applications of DM (Petersen, 2016). Moreover, we can see strong potentials of DM which 

are necessarily explored, improved and strengthened. Nevertheless, factors affecting to the 

success of implementation of DM in organizations are deliberately considered. They can 

be, for example, cost (e.g. High or low), human resource (e.g. Data miners, technicians), 

DM goals and purposes (e.g. Clear or opaque), necessary skills and knowledge (e.g. 

Database, analyzing), optimization of algorithms and methods (e.g. Creating good or 

untrusted knowledge), business knowledge (e.g. Finance, healthcare, food). Additionally, 

there are studies of combination between DM, the other methods such as BI, machine 

learning, artificial intelligence, and organizational processes/models such as Customer 

Relationship Management, Supply Chain Management, Financial Resource Management 

to find out all possible ways of reaching a covalence of DM to create beneficial outcomes 

and support decision making fast. 

In another aspect of my thesis, knowledge management (KM) is a complete 

discipline and more focused on use of technological infrastructure to nurture and evolve 

useful and interesting intelligence (Ranjan and Bhatnagar, 2011). Mostly organizations 

have their own knowledge management processes (KMP) with an ordered structure or a 

non-transparent way for the need of new knowledge and the need to manage a large amount 

of knowledge in shorter time (Kucza, 2001). KM contains many different reciprocal 

components with distinct functions to acquire knowledge from all aspects in an 

organization. My thesis delves into the KMP. The purpose of KMP is to circulate knowledge 

across whole organization to ensure that the right knowledge comes to the right person to 

understand and have enough necessary knowledge to make decisions and perform tasks 

well through five stages: knowledge identification, knowledge creation, knowledge storage, 

knowledge transfer, knowledge utilization. This process enhances organizational 

operations in “flexibility, innovativeness, responsiveness, decision making and 

productivity” (Moreno and Cavazotte, 2015). Hence, KM is considered as a strategic asset 

for information system scientific field of study and business organizations. Although KM is 

powerful, not many organizations gain the most benefits from it as they should. Knowledge 

is classified and fluid by two types: explicit and implicit knowledge. Finding tacit knowledge 

and transferring implicit knowledge to explicit knowledge or leveraging explicit knowledge 

or explicit knowledge conversion are challenges hindering organizations from the 

covalency of KM (Ranjan and Bhatnagar, 2011; Lee, 2009). Consequently, DM is a 
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worthwhile solution of technology for KMP to resolve these obstacles (Folorunso and 

Ogunde, 2005). However, according to Mamcenko and Beleviciute (2007), this 

combination of DM and KMP has not been analyzed as complementary and less exploited, 

or as Silwattananusarn and Tuamsuk (2012) reviewed, there are only 10 articles relating to 

application of DM in KM between 2007 - 2012. There is a great lack of research in the 

combination of KMP and DM while this combination is the great potential in exploiting and 

managing valuable knowledge from big data. An article of Dagens Nyheter newspaper on 

the 7th of May 2018 raised the need of using and mining big data. The title of the article is 

“Gather more healthcare data to make it better” which is about “by collecting and using 

healthcare data, people can reduce a number of healthcare injuries and increase the quality 

of the healthcare. Sweden has the possibility to collect data, but this great potential is not 

taken into account”. Consequently, the combination of KMP and DM is considered as a 

possible solution for this problem. With the expectation that IT is not only comfortable for 

people’s lives, but also helpful for creating innovations and valuable knowledge in different 

businesses, especially in the healthcare area, the value creation of DM is explored through 

the KMP of Psychiatry section in the hospital as my case study to perform and highlight the 

potential of this combination. An implementing framework is introduced with the practical 

applications of DM for Psychiatry’s current KMP. This framework is the guidance of 

integrating DM projects in the KMP which is useful not only for Psychiatry section in the 

hospital, but also for the other businesses.  

To investigate this, I conducted semi-structured interviews with people working in 

psychiatry section in the hospital belonging to different positions and data scientists 

working in DM area. The data collected was described by diagrams, and DM values were 

indicated based on the value creation framework. The potentials of DM were discovered to 

answer the question: “How DM can add value to KMP” with the purpose of the development 

of an implementing framework for DM projects to make the combination of KMP and DM 

feasible and unchallenging. This thesis demonstrates the effectiveness of DM in developing 

knowledge as the heart of organizational performance based on KMP.  

2. Related Research 

2.1 Knowledge Management in Information Systems 
Research 

Knowledge is an expensive commodity of organizations, and comes from many sources, for 

example, documents, papers, processes, people, communication, culture, learning. 

Throughout time, the need for managing knowledge arises due to both too much knowledge 

and the recognition of an invaluable treasure of human intellect. Following Dennis and 

Vessey (2009, p. 374), there are two main sources of knowledge and KM: people-to-

documents and people-to-people. In the people-to-documents path, knowledge is 

identified, classified and stored in Knowledge Management System (KMS). In the people-

to-people, knowledge is inside people and mined by the interaction between people.  

To understand what KM is and how it works, first of all, “data”, “information” and 

“knowledge” are differentiated (Figure 1 in appendix). According to Alavi and Leidner 
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(2001, p. 109), the definition of data is that “data are raw numbers and facts”. Following 

Mamcenko and Beleviciute (2007, p. 115), the definition of information is that “information 

is processed data” or “information are these numbers and facts patterned in a certain way”. 

Many authors define knowledge as human’s intelligence, insights, and experiences, resided 

in the mind of human and created from processing information in human’s brain (Bhatt, 

2001; Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Mamcenko and Beleviciute, 2007). Knowledge can be 

“embodied in individuals or embedded in organizations as processes or practices” 

(Lifecycle Insights). Following Bhatt (2001), Alavi and Leidner (2001), data, information, 

and knowledge can be mutually transformed. Knowledge of people transfers to information 

in the form of texts, images, charts, or other symbolic forms through communication 

between people. Information stored in information systems, computers, or storage devices 

based on database structure or computer structure without meaning turns into data. Vice 

versa, data once processed and analyzed generates purposeful information. People absorb 

and process information in their minds, constituting knowledge. Based on this explanation, 

human beings are the significant element that distinguish KM from data management and 

information management. The following quote captures a comprehensive and reasonable 

definition of KM. 

“Knowledge management is the systematic management of an organization’s 

knowledge assets for the purpose of creating value and meeting tactical & 

strategic requirements; it consists of the initiatives, processes, strategies, and 

systems that sustain and enhance the storage, assessment, sharing, 

refinement, and creation of knowledge” (Frost, 2012).  

KM is a broad area comprising different, but related components. Figure 2 in 

appendix illustrates three main elements: people, process, knowledge which mutually 

influence. The first connection between people and process forms learning organization. 

Burnes (2009) stated that a learning organization gains the highest state of organizational 

learning by transforming itself through the development and involvement of all its 

individuals. Specifically, organizations always cope with the fluctuation of markets, the 

changes of technologies, customers’ needs and suppliers, the change from quantity to 

quality and from industry to service. Hence, the need of acquiring and learning increasing 

amount of knowledge is raised to sustain competitive advantages. The second reciprocity 

between process and knowledge builds KMS where knowledge from involved processes is 

processed and stored. The outcome of the association of people and knowledge is 

improvement and innovation. In fact, from individuals’ knowledge, human’s brainstorming 

and more knowledge of other people, this combination promotes creation and ideas. 

Additionally, to attain the prosperity of the medley of these three elements and three 

connections, Knowledge Technology, KM Strategy, KM Culture, KM Process, KM 

Engineering are scrutinized. These five components have certain influences on managing 

knowledge. In detail, KM culture is about how groups and individuals should behave 

towards managing knowledge in a certain set of circumstances and this culture affects from 

managers to staffs as well as shapes organizations’ ability of managing knowledge 

effectively; whereby, the two most important functions of culture are “to provide relatively 

fixed patterns for handling and solving problems… [and to] …reduce uncertainty for 
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members of the organization when confronted with new situations” (Burnes, 2009, p. 198). 

Following Mills and Smith (2010, p. 159), KM culture is “regarded as one of the most 

important factors impacting KM and the outcomes from its use”, so the good changes of 

culture positively affect to organizational performance and add momentum to the 

improvements in organizations. In addition, KM strategy is pondered as a plan and a 

direction to lead organizations to accomplish enounced goals of managing knowledge 

(Galliers and Leidner, 2009) while knowledge technology leverages managing-knowledge-

related operations and supports. According to Mills and Smith (2010), although technology 

does not directly link or contribute to organizational performance, technology is an 

essential enabler of other knowledge resources such as knowledge management process or 

human and business assets to strengthen performance. Moreover, knowledge engineering 

involves “integrating knowledge into computer systems in order to solve complex problems 

normally requiring a high level of human expertise” (Trivedi, 2011). The last but further-

inquired area is KMP. 

KMP oversees how new knowledge will be created, managed, transferred and 

exerted. Relying on some papers, the authors elicit several ways to dissever this process to 

different phases. For example, Xie (2009) divided it into 6 steps: knowledge identification, 

knowledge acquisition, knowledge classification, knowledge storage, knowledge transfer, 

knowledge sharing while Matthew, Surendra, Omar and Amit (2010) pointed out 4 periods 

of this process: knowledge creation, knowledge storage/retrieval, knowledge transfer, 

knowledge application. Generally, what I can agree with the authors about KMP is that it 

spends 5 stages including knowledge identification, knowledge creation, knowledge 

storage, knowledge transfer, knowledge utilization (Durst and Edvardsson, 2012) because 

it fully and clearly comprehends the phases of KMP.  

The first stage – knowledge identification refers to the activities of collecting and 

classifying knowledge, by which organizations determine necessary knowledge to remain 

competitive advantages and sources to acquire the knowledge. Additionally, organizations 

also identify what types of knowledge are appurtenant to them, what kind of knowledge can 

tackle present and future challenges, existing knowledge, distinguish more and less 

relevant knowledge (Durst and Edvardsson, 2012). Collecting and classifying knowledge 

can be carried out by a multitude of ways such as hearing, seeing, imagining, using 

technology, synthesizing, brainstorming, talking to experts, conducting experiments 

(Appel-Nasa-Gov, 2015). 

The second stage - knowledge creation invokes the formation of new knowledge 

which can be from new tacit or explicit knowledge and generated internally or externally 

(Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Matthew et al., 2010). Creating knowledge bases on not only 

collected knowledge from the first step, but also personal knowledge, experiences and 

thoughts as well as learning. Whereas, unlearning is viewed as a means to new knowledge 

(Durst and Edvardsson, 2012). By unlearning the old or outdated knowledge as well as 

getting out of the rut of thinking, individuals devise initiatives by boulting an issue from 

new viewpoints. These two stages can be repeated many times until a reasonable and 

satisfactory result is found.  
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The third stage - knowledge storage relates to reorganizing, codifying, placing in a 

long-term storage in the various forms such as documents, databases, expert systems to 

serve the need of retrieving and reusing knowledge in the future and reduce the forms of 

knowledge loss due to retirement, departures of organization members and so forth (Appel-

Nasa-Gov, 2015; Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Matthew et al., 2010). Simultaneously, storing 

knowledge is the way to create organizations’ invaluable property which they cannot buy 

by money but is originated and accumulated over time.  

The fourth stage – knowledge transfer involves in the activities of sharing and 

spreading knowledge to other members and throughout working environment with the 

purpose of fully providing knowledge to all members in the organization to intensify the 

probabilities of completing their tasks as best as possible. Transferring knowledge 

stimulates innovations and striking flash by reinforcing individuals’ understanding and 

increase the amount of knowledge for each person. These activities are expressed by, for 

example, group discussion, meetings, lectures, informal talking, email distribution (Appel-

Nasa-Gov, 2015). Howbeit, the shortage of absorptive capacity, low quality relationships 

between individuals, the way to transform tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge represent 

hindrances of this stage (Durst and Edvardsson, 2012).  

The last but most decisive stage to prove the usefulness of knowledge management 

process is knowledge utilization. This aims at actualizing new knowledge by adjusting 

strategic direction, solving problems, improving efficiency, developing new strategies, and 

reducing cost (Matthew et al., 2010). This is the only way to create value within 

organizations by dint of applying valuable knowledge created in practical projects or in real 

cases. The entire KMP is used for not only organizations, but also each department, team, 

small group, various kinds of business. Its stages are linked together and iterative since 

knowledge is continuously formed and changed.  

Moreover, three stages of knowledge creation, knowledge transfer and knowledge 

utilization need to be addressed holistically rather than separately in the context of the 

implementation of an e-business system (Durst and Edvardsson, 2012). Some stages of 

KMP can happen at the same time, for instance, knowledge creation and knowledge 

transfer or knowledge identification and knowledge storage. In a KMP, there can be many 

knowledge management processes inside it. As Kanat and Atilgan (2014) concluded, 

knowledge creation is the most important element in KMP, then knowledge storage as the 

second important element and knowledge transfer as the third or as Alavi and Leidner’s 

point of view (2001), knowledge transfer is an important process in KMP. Edvardsson and 

Durst (2013) mentioned that knowledge utilization is the most important element which 

seems to be a neglected field of study. According to this opinion of Edvardsson and Durst, 

it can be explained that although new and valuable knowledge is created more, if it is not 

exerted to yield benefits and interests for people and organizations, valuable knowledge 

becomes meaningless and useless.  

Not only organizations but also academic communities believe that leveraging 

knowledge can produce sustainable long-term competitive advantages (Bhatt, 2001; Alavi 

and Leidner, 2001). Edvardsson and Durst (2013) showed a positive relationship between 

KMP and organizational performance. Namely, knowledge utilization in KMP tends to turn 
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knowledge into effective and helpful actions which enhance organizational performance 

(Alavi and Leidner, 2001; Mills and Smith, 2010). Moreover, Edvardsson and Durst (2013, 

p. 353) stressed that KMP “contributes to employee development, improved customer 

satisfaction, innovation, creativity and knowledge creation, and improved external 

relationships with other firms”. Jennex, Smolnik and Croasdell (2014) uncovered the 

assistance of KMP in leadership/management by guiding organizations to perform at the 

best strengths and driving organizations to modify strategies to the best directions, ergo 

leading to the growth of financial support, the increase of awareness of capturing and using 

knowledge as well as the increment of reliance on management. In addition, Jennex et al. 

(2014) also predicated KMP’s capabilities in advancing process efficiency, process 

effectiveness, decision making, and resource allocation.  

Within the opportunities of KMP, risks and challenges of KMP are taken into 

consideration. As Durst and Edvardsson (2012, p. 886) pointed out that knowledge sharing 

seems to be viewed as a threat rather than an advantage, “Turkish SMEs do not like to share 

knowledge even within the company. The managers are afraid of losing control of the 

knowledge”. This problem raises thoughts about two things: power and security. Firstly, 

the person or the company who owns and holds the most knowledge in the market has 

power. “Power is the capacity to influence decisions”, “power can stem from three sources: 

control over information, …, and control over resources” (Burnes, 2009, p. 223). Therefore, 

being afraid of losing control of the knowledge is synonymous with the worriment of losing 

power to managers in case of knowledge sharing. Secondly, if knowledge required cannot 

be transferred to the correct person, the processes flow incorrectly as well as disruptions 

emerge (Kanat and Atilgan, 2014), resulting to the leakage and the outflow of knowledge 

from the company (Edvardsson and Durst, 2013), especially private and internal 

knowledge. Another challenge of KMP is organizational culture (Alavi and Leidner, 2001). 

Knowledge creation achieves the best results if knowledge transfer is effective. What I am 

implying here is the willingness of sharing. This is when individuals eagerly and actively 

share essential and required knowledge to each other. Otherwise, it causes the inadequacy 

of knowledge for employees who need it, badly impacting on knowledge creation. In this 

way, Alavi and Leidner (2001, p. 126) raised the question “must cultural change occur 

before knowledge management initiatives can be successfully undertaken or can knowledge 

management initiatives facilitate cultural change?”. Furthermore, the splendid knowledge 

storage stage leads to the convenient knowledge transfer. Kanat and Atilgan (2014, p. 13) 

stated that “problems occurring in knowledge transfer … do not originate from ineffective 

transfer; they rather occur due to non-accessible knowledge”. For this reason, codification, 

classification and storing of knowledge is the knotty obstacle of managing knowledge 

process to ensure the flexibility and safety of accessing needful knowledge.  

Owing to its strengths and weaknesses, KMP is viewed as a beneficial method for 

organizations. To push its strengths and surmount its weaknesses of KMP, data mining 

(DM) is considered as a powerful tool to erase the barriers of culture and power, motivate 

creation, resolve the problems of sharing and application, and organize high-quality 

information in KMP. By the way of explanation, DM integrates a large set of internal and 

external data-intelligence for understanding and evaluating business cases in specific 
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contexts. Within techniques of programming, open sources, robust models and analytic 

tools, DM provides actionable knowledge that serves useful goals, prompting knowledge 

creation stage in KMP. DM acts as a catalyst between creation, sharing and application. To 

spurt ideas, DM encourages sharing between data miners, business insiders, experts, all 

involved stakeholders, which dismantle the hurdles of organizational culture. To make 

ideas become advantageous and meaningful, DM exhorts knowledge utilization. Moreover, 

in uncertain contexts, DM supports top level management to make a good decision 

(Seddawy, Khedr and Sultan, 2012). Despite direct or indirect merits, it is undeniable that 

this coalescence of KMP and DM is very strong and intriguing to organizations. Not only 

DM supports KMP in generating priceless knowledge and managing knowledge as output 

of KMP, but KMP also supports DM in collecting and storing knowledge as input of DM. 

This sake may be conceded by many organizations, experts, or communities, yet the way of 

implementing this combination of KMP and DM confuses them. In part 5, I suggest an 

implementing framework to demystify this muddle. 

2.2 Data Mining 

2.2.1 Value 

There are a number of definitions of DM since DM was born. As Wang and Wang S. (2008, 

p. 622) defined that “DM is the process of trawling through data to find previously unknown 

relationships among the data that are interesting to the user of the data” or as Seddawy et 

al. (2012, p. 3) defined that “DM is the process of analyzing data from different perspectives 

and summarizing it into useful information”. As a whole, DM can be understood as the 

process to extract valuable knowledge from big data. “DM techniques are the results of a 

long process of research and product development” (Seddawy et al., 2012, p. 3). Moreover, 

several terms having a similar meaning to DM emerged such as knowledge mining from 

data, knowledge extraction, data/pattern analysis, data archaeology, data dredging. 

Additionally, some people see DM as an entire knowledge discovery from data (KDD), so 

they tend to use “data mining process” instead of “KDD process” while some people 

describe DM as a subprocess in KDD with the other subprocesses including data cleaning, 

data integration, data selection, data transformation, pattern evaluation, knowledge 

presentation (Han, Kamber and Pei, 2012, p.6; Mamcenko and Beleviciute, 2007). With 

DM, data analytics is also mentioned in profusion and not few people think that they are 

one. Following Malshe (2017), DM and data analytics are different by this formulation: 

Data mining + Data analysis = Data analytics 

Nevertheless, following Galetto (2018), “data analysis is a primary component of data 

mining” or as Azzalini and Scarpa (2012, p.4) wrote that “exploration and data analysis of 

the type…has come to be called data mining”, it means that DM connotes data analysis. 

Relying on both opinions, we can say that both flows of opinions are acceptable. In this 

thesis, I use “data mining” term which contains “data analysis”. Another aspect causing 

confusion is DM and other IT fields, for example, machine learning, deep learning, 

statistics, mathematics, artificial intelligence, active learning, database system and data 

warehouse, information retrieval, business intelligence, web search engines. The literature 

review does not provide a clear explanation between data mining and the other IT fields. 
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However, following Berson, Smith and Thearling (2000), “DM uses well-established 

statistical and machine learning techniques to build models”. Consequently, DM can 

contain statistical and machine learning.  

Following Han et al. (2012), values of DM are unknown patterns discovered from 

plenty of data. There are kinds of patterns which can be mined: 

Class/Concept Description: this is derived from using data characterization, data 

discrimination, or both. Data characterization is a synopsis of general features of the target 

class of data. For example, to study who and which group of age are susceptible to 

depression, the data involved in depression can be collected by executing SQL queries. Data 

discrimination is a comparison between the general features of the target class of data and 

those of objects from other contrasting classes. For instance, to study the evolvement of 

virus Ebola in Africa (typically Democratic Republic of Congo – the first country described 

it) and other continents, using SQL queries is the method of data discrimination as well, 

plus comparative measures are also used to distinguish Ebola in Africa and in other 

continents.  

Frequent Patterns, Associations, and Correlations (or Dependency Analysis): they 

are patterns frequently occurring in data. They can be frequent item sets, sequential 

patterns, and frequent substructures, which leads to the detection of interesting 

associations and correlations within data. For example, this pattern detects that insufficient 

sleep can pertain to obesity, depression, heart disease based on the data from patients 

having these diseases. 

Classification and Regression: both are used for predictive purpose. Classification 

is the pattern to find a model (or function) that describes and distinguishes categorical 

(discrete, unordered) data classes or concepts by the analysis of a set training data with 

known class labels of objects, whereby unknown class labels of objects are predicted. 

Regression is relatively similar to classification, but it is applied to numerical data values 

to predict missing or unavailable values. Regression encloses the recognition of distribution 

trends relying on the available data. For example, suppose that you want to classify kinds 

of illness following dissimilar groups of age. Classification can offer you an organized 

picture of the data set based on your mining goal. Another example is to assort countries 

and continents in accordance with the percentage of having obesity. Results from both can 

be built in decision tree or similar models which support you to understand the influence, 

development of sickness on different criteria such as groups of age, countries, continents, 

coupled with recognizing new knowledge and predicting missing information in order to 

improve diagnosis and treatment.  

Cluster Analysis: this pattern shows groups of objects, where objects within groups 

have similarities, but objects in different groups are not similar (Provost and Fawcett, 2013, 

p. 163). Cluster analysis can generate class labels, so objects are clustered without class 

labels or following unsupervised model (without a target variable). For example, the data 

mining goal is which kind of medicine that is the best choice for psychosis, so hospital can 

group patients on results after using the specific medicine and its side effects, then conclude 

the most effective kind of medicine. 
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Outlier Analysis (or Deviation Detection): this pattern is found out by “using 

statistical tests that assume a distribution or probability model for the data or using 

distance measures where objects that are remote from any other cluster are considered 

outliers” (Han et al., 2012, p. 21) or using density-based methods with the purpose of 

detecting anomalies. For example, to study or research new medicine, new treatment or to 

discover implicit dangerous sickness based on blood sample tests, then prevent it betimes. 

These patterns are mined from a variety of kinds of data such as relational database 

data, data warehouses, transactional data, time-related data (stock exchange data, 

historical records), data streams (video surveillance, sensor data), spatial data (maps), 

engineering design data (design of building, system components, integrated circuits), 

hypertext and multimedia data (text, video, image, audio), graph and network data (social 

and information network), and websites (Han et al., 2012, p. 8-14). Unearthing one or some 

patterns requires much efforts, intelligence along with experiences while uncovering a 

pattern which is indeed interesting and useful is a thorny challenge. Consequently, data 

mining process reveals understandings of how to create compelling patterns. 

2.2.2 Process 

In line with Provost and Fawcett (2013), DM process is given by the Cross Industry 

Standard Process (CRISP) (Figure 3). It includes 6 stages: business understanding, data 

understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation, and deployment.  

Business understanding: this is an important step not only to acquire knowledge in 

the specific type of business but also to redefine the problem and design a solution. Provost 

and Fawcett (2013) supposed that this is the stage where analysts’ creativity plays a major 

role. “The key to a great success is a creative problem formulation by some analyst 

regarding how to cast the business problem as one or more data science problems” (Provost 

and Fawcett, 2013, p. 28). 

Data understanding: Provost and Fawcett (2013, p. 28) presented that “It is 

important to understand the strengths and limitations of the data because rarely is there 

an exact match with the problem. Historical data often are collected for purposes unrelated 

to the current business problem, or for no explicit purpose at all”. This step can consist of 

initial data collection, data description, data exploration, and the verification of data quality 

(Olson and Delen, 2008). Data selection in this step refers to relating data which correctly 

describes a given business task. Careful data selection can make DM implementation easier 

and quickly create useful knowledge. Although this stage does not reveal clear trends, it 

provides a holistic view of data set and helps initially refine as well as redirect the discovery 

process by perceiving anomalies and unanticipated trends.  

Data preparation: this is also a complicated stage of pre-processing data, which can 

consume up to 90% of the time of a DM project. Data selection and data exploration are 

carried out in a greater depth (Zentut, 2018). Thus, if pre-processing data occurs well, 

building models become feasible and better. Plus, a leak is a common situation which 

historical data is not available when the decision is made. Hence, leakage must be 

considered carefully in this stage (Provost and Fawcett, 2013).  

Modeling: The knowledge gained in data understanding helps define and build 

models. In this stage, it is necessary to build a mining structure and a mining model 
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(Duncan, Rabeler and Guyer, 2017). The mining structure is defining columns of data used 

in DM tasks and bound with the source of data. When the mining structure is processed, it 

contains data. Processing the mining structure produces aggregates and statistical 

information which are used by any mining model. Handling the mining model is called 

training which is the process of applying mathematical algorithms to the data in the 

structure so as to extract patterns. Whenever the data changes, the mining structure and 

the mining model is updated due to the tight connection of them. The outcome of this stage 

is not only one model, but also several models. 

Evaluation: This stage assesses how much confidence of models based on business 

objectives in the beginning before deploying models into a production environment. New 

business requirements can be raised in this stage due to new patterns discovered through 

models or other factors. Here, many tools will be exerted to present the effectiveness of 

models and the decision will be made if deploying or not.  

Deployment: The valuable knowledge from models are presented by using practical 

data, which customers can understand and use them for their business. The knowledge is 

developed to strategies of the company. Some tasks can be performed in this stage such as 

creating predictions, statistics, rules, reports, updating models automatically when new 

data comes into organizations.  

This entire DM process is iterated many times until the satisfactory knowledge is 

created. Namely, it is repetitive between business understanding and data understanding, 

data preparation and modeling, and after evaluation, if the models are not proper, it goes 

over again to business understanding. With the CRISP – DM process, there are several 

other DM processes whose content of each stage is similar, but order is rearranged. For 

example, Duncan et al. (2017) explicated six basic steps: Defining the problem, preparing 

data, exploring data, building models, exploring and validating models, deploying and 

updating models. Or SAS Institute developed another well-known methodology called 

SEMMA which stands for Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, Assess (Olson and Delen, 

2008). The SEMMA does not mention about business understanding or specifying 

problems, it starts from preparing a large data set for training, validation, test and 

continues onwards.   

2.3 Theoretical Framework   

2.3.1 Value Creation Framework (VCF) 

Attempting to offer an all-inclusive tool to assess the richness of the value created by 

communities and networks, Wenger, Trayner, and Laat (2011) developed the VCF. It 

stresses the immeasurable worth of learning in organizations in the form of a shared 

practice – a shared repertoire of cases, techniques, tools, stories, concepts, and 

perspectives. There are two resources of learning: community and network. Community 

opens a social space in which participants can discover and discuss to grow a learning 

partnership about a common domain. The danger of community is to get into a rut which 

hinders new possibilities. Learning from network is to access the information sources on 

the Internet via, for example, dialogs, forums, e-papers, social networks, emails. 
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Information flows can serendipitously conduce a huge learning value. The danger of 

network is noise and diffusion.  

The VCF recognizes that value creations are found in the movement of “ground” 

narratives and “aspirational” narratives. “Ground” narratives include “the formative events 

that have shaped the development of a community or network, the activities that members 

engage in, the interactions and experiences they have, and the roles they play” (Wenger et 

al., 2011, p. 16). “Aspirational” narratives delineate communities or networks in terms of 

the value they are expected to produce over time. These two narratives “create a space for 

learning and for deciding what is worth learning” (Wenger et al., 2011, p. 17).  

There are five cycles of value creation in VCF: immediate value, potential value, 

applied value, realized value, and reframing value.  

Immediate value - activities and interactions: this is value that people benefit 

instantly from what they do.  

Potential value – knowledge capital: value is realized later from knowledge capital 

which is created by interactions and activities. Knowledge capital can be personal assets 

(human capital), relationships and connections (social capital), resources (tangible 

capital), collective intangible assets (reputational capital), and transformed ability to learn 

(learning capital).  

Applied value – changes in practice: knowledge capital is leveraged to apply in 

different contexts, leading to changes or innovations in actions, practice, tools, approaches, 

or organizational systems. “Looking at applied value means identifying the ways practice 

has changed in the process of leveraging knowledge capital” (Wenger et al., 2011, p. 21). 

Realized value – performance improvement: this is the value of reflecting on “what 

effects the application of knowledge capital is having on the achievement of what matters 

to stakeholders” (Wenger et al., 2011, p. 21). 

Reframing value – redefining success: it refers to use new definitions of success 

from different levels (individual, collective and organizational levels) as well as ignore the 

old or existing structure in order to create new aspirations.  

Based on five cycles of VCF, I analyze the collected data in respect of exploring the 

value creation of DM through KMP in Psychiatry. 

3. Research Methodology 

Between the qualitative and quantitative methods, the qualitative method is the best suited 

with the thesis’s approaches. Broadly, the qualitative method is “a naturalistic, 

interpretative approach concerned with understanding the meanings which people attach 

to phenomena (e.g. actions, decisions, beliefs, values) within their social worlds” (Snape 

and Spencer, 2003, p. 3). It stresses “the way in which people being studied understand 

and interpret their social reality” (Snape and Spencer, 2003, p. 3). This thesis aims at the 

value creations of DM in KMP, leading to the needs of understanding which contexts the 

KMP occurs, how people feel about KMP, what people react KMP, all things around the 

KMP in a deep insight. The qualitative research reckons on a broad and comprehensive 

classification: Contextual – describe the setting of what exists; Explanatory – examine the 
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reasons and associations of what exists; Evaluative – assess the effectiveness of what exists; 

Generative – develop theories, strategies or actions (Ritchie, 2003). All four factors support 

me to discover and research the KMP of Psychiatry section in the hospital with the 

comprehensive perspectives. In contextual research, direct meetings with people as well as 

researching relating videos, papers on the Google Scholar helps me to understand the 

contexts of the phenomena. Explanatory research is analyzing data, probing and 

apprehending every aspect of the phenomena from collected data. Evaluative research is to 

make conclusions based on analyzed data and implicit feelings after data collection 

(interview). Generative research is to form own contributions in different forms such as 

framework, concept, strategy, advice, comparation through personal knowledge, empirical 

data and conclusions. Due to the above characteristics of the qualitative method which are 

suitable with my goals in exploring the KMP of Psychiatry context, I choose the qualitative 

method as the main way to find out the contributions in this thesis. Depending on the 

purpose and path of this thesis, the quantitative method relating to numeric data and logics 

cannot support to find out outcomes which meet the requirements. 

3.1 Theoretical Framework Triangulation 

Grounded Theory Method, Case Study Methodology, and Value Creation Framework are 

considered in my thesis. Due to the progression of interviews, Grounded Theory Method is 

noticed to find patterns in conversations, dialogs for forming theories following six stages: 

data collection, documentation, open coding, selective coding, theoretical coding, 

integration (Coe, 2017). Grounded Theory proffers a systematic way of transforming 

collected data from concrete level to a more abstract form of information. However, one of 

my interviews is not recorded due to the unattainableness of permission, which causes a 

bottleneck for data analysis. For this reason, grounded theory method is disregarded. Case 

study methodology moderately conforms to the context and content in my interviews; 

whereby, it provides ways of looking at discrete parts, cases, detailed activities, contexts in 

the data to retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events (Mason, 

2002). Likewise, a case study design is applied to answer for “how”, “why” questions, to 

cover contextual conditions and involved behaviors relating to the phenomenon. There are 

several types of case studies, amongst them, instrumental case study is the most proper for 

providing insight into an issue or helping to refine a theory (Baxter and Jack, 2008). 

Although the case study methodology fits the analysis of KMP and the assessment of 

activities, actors in KMP, it ignores the investigation of the value creation of DM which is 

the main contribution in my thesis. On this account, the case study methodology is pushed 

aside. Finally, the value creation framework is a typical theoretical framework to hunt out 

all values of DM, especially in the aid for enhancing the performance of KMP.  

3.2 Data Collection 

Qualitative method research is viewed as the key method of collecting data in my thesis. 

There are some common methods considered for this stage such as surveys, interviews, 

questionnaires, observation. If surveys, or questionnaires are chosen, it is uncertain to find 

out new perspectives and critical knowledge supporting for the contribution due to the 
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limitations of communicating and interacting with interviewees and the targeted 

environment; Additionally, these methods lead people to the stereotypic way of thinking 

following the directions of questions put in the surveys or questionnaires, which impedes 

outstanding discovery. In accordance with exploring how KMP looks like in Psychiatry 

section in the hospital and how DM is used in reality, semi-structure interview is the most 

suitable method due to the high possibility of investigating various aspects and personal 

experiences outside and indeed inside KMP and DM via the concentration on relevant 

specifics in each interview. Qualitative interviews may add an additional dimension or see 

a specific case from a different angle, in greater depth (Mason, 2002). Following the view 

of research ethics and politics, interviewees have freedom in building their answers and 

enjoy being interviewed, and this is the best way for the interviewer to achieve dominant 

ideas and knowledge (Mason, 2002). Interview is flexible to move back and forth between 

different steps as needed. Moreover, this method allows to access to individuals’ feelings, 

ways of thinking, choices, motives, reasonings and prioritizing, opens in-depth discussions 

about a specific topic as well as explains context (Legard, Keegan and Ward, 2003). The 

target here is people working, interacting with the complete KMP of Psychiatry section in 

the hospital and data scientists working or researching in DM within a wealth of working 

experience (Table 1). These interviewees are chosen in order to discover the processes and 

features of KMP and DM, whereby, where and how DM can be added to the KMP are 

investigated.  

Respondent Organization Position Time Duration 

A Swedish hospital – 

Hospitalization Psychiatry 

Manager 1h 47m 

B Swedish hospital – Outpatient 

Psychiatry  

Psychiatrist 6h dividing into 4 days in 

different weeks 

C Swedish hospital – 

Hospitalization Psychiatry 

Auxiliary nurse 41m 

D Data Consulting Company Data Scientist 1h 10m 

E Swedish University PhD in DM 1h 15m 

 

 

Semi-structure interview is the major type of interview based on the loose structure and 

open-ended questions to exploit unpredictable knowledge and help the interviewees feel 

comfortable during the interview’s time (Patton and Cochran, 2002). I interviewed five 

people belonging to different organizations and job roles. The time duration of each 

interview fluctuated from 40 minutes to nearly 2 hours. There is one interviewee 

interviewed four times to explore and understand the specialized terminologies, basic 

activities and operations in a Swedish hospital and Psychiatry, many aspects of KMP and 

the expertise in Psychiatry as well as additional involved information. Most of the 

interviews were conducted face-to-face, only one of them was carried out through Internet 

due to the geographical distance. The interview method has pros and cons. The pros are 

that we can encourage interviewees to present any potential and interesting points of view 

more, and observe their feelings, emotions, the way they express their opinions, whereby 

Table 1 – Details of interviews 
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we have more veracious insights about researching objects. The cons are because of 

focusing on what interviewees say and understanding what they transfer to, I sometimes 

want to delve into a new problem which has just been realized in the interview, but lack the 

knowledge of it, resulting to an obstruction in expressing my purpose (e.g. An algorithm of 

DM, a method of DM, professional knowledge in diagnosis, treatment of psychiatrist, 

medication). To ensure the quality of data and clear understanding, three of the interviews 

were performed in English, the remaining were in their native language. Four of the 

interviews were audio recorded after participants’ verbal consent to serve for writing and 

quoting in the thesis, one left was not recorded but taken notes in the form of text and 

diagrams. Language barrier and translation after interviews are also hindrances in the 

sense of terminology in healthcare and DM. Within semi-structure interview, some new 

questions were raised in the interview interval relying on the interviewees’ answers. Data 

collection lasted 4 months from January to April. Thanks to the specific diagram of 

planning and preparation procedure for qualitative interviews (Figure 4 in appendix), I 

built an interview question outline (Figure 15 in appendix) to direct me in inquiring my 

interviewees in order to discover the answer for my research question.  

3.3 Data Analysis 

The collected data are too much rather than expected. Qualitative data are unwieldy, 

voluminous, and discursive (Spencer, Ritchie and O’Connor, 2003). Filtering, picking, and 

classifying data are requisite for data reduction that acquires the ability of analyzing data. 

Then, filtered data are grouped, generated with the themes and presented in diagrams. The 

data processed help me to come up with the proper applications of DM based on the current 

KMP of psychiatry as well as the implementing framework based upon the VCF.  

“The main challenge with this approach is to ensure that you are doing it in 

meaningful and sensitive ways, rather than imposing your own 

interpretation inappropriately or without justification” as well as “you are 

continually making judgements about what to write down or record, what 

you have observed, heard and experienced, what you think it means” (Mason, 

2002, p. 77).  

I organized data without constraining it by my own assumptions, but with openly 

discovering new concepts and typologies in the data. The VCF plays a supportive role to 

form and analyze the values of DM as my main contribution based on the collected and 

processed data from the interviews by the definitions of five types of values of VCF, hinging 

on the details of KMP in the fixed case and the patterns of DM. To show the way how I 

classified and grouped my collected data, I urge the following examples. When I asked the 

question “How do you decide the information needed or not?”, B answered that “I use my 

own knowledge, experience, books, social interaction, shared experience” and C also gave 

a similar answer “I use my own knowledge. The information relating to patients’ illness, 

causes or a small part of causes of illness should be noticed”. A added that “every nurse has 

inherent knowledge of medicine from education”. From these answers, I realized a 

disadvantage that the systems what they currently use do not support to provide knowledge 

for them, so they rely on mainly their own knowledge to resolve the tasks, leading to a 
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chance of DM to improve this hindrance. Furthermore, based on what their job roles, I 

classified the processes they described belong to hospitalization process or outpatient 

process in the comprehensive KMP. Moreover, to the question “Which information of 

patients do you use to diagnose?”, A, B, and C list relatively similar signs of sickness which 

they care such as patients’ lives, their family, marriage, their explicit and implicit 

expressions to make diagnoses, I grouped them into the “Disease” table in the medical 

record system.  

3.4 Ethical Consideration and Limitations 

Due to the access to KMP in Psychiatry section in the hospital, it opens plenty of unknown 

problems as well as internal information. For this reason, the boundary of being able to 

access and not being able to access is a grey area, which easily makes the interviewer and 

the interviewees unintentionally overstep limits of privacy. As soon as the interviewees 

started showing they were uncomfortable with answering the question, I immediately 

stopped asking about that aspect to avoid pressuring them. Generally, interviewees offered 

me their answers at ease. Moreover, to secure interviewees’ safety, anonymity is 

importantly applied, as well as the name of organizations, which leads to retaining 

interviewees’ trust and the interviewer’s promise. Gaining informed consent is also a 

significant ethical factor. Even after interviews, if the interviewees do not approve the 

interviewer to use the information they provided, the information is not included in the 

thesis. To be able to audio record the interviewees during the interviews, it was necessary 

to obtain, in advance, their permission to record.  

Limitations are centered on ethnography. Obtaining approval for interview is the 

first limitation. To people who I do not have any relation to before, they are not willing to 

share about what they do in their jobs, how their jobs look like and what they think, even 

when there is a clear idea, plan, and objective to persuade them. Secondly, observation is 

expected to perform but due to the assurance of peace for psychiatric patients, the privacy 

of working environment, the impact of a stranger on employees in Psychiatry section in the 

hospital, it was canceled. Instead, there are some videos recording how a working day of 

each job role takes place in Psychiatry section in a Swedish hospital, whereby, I can partly 

imagine how the activities of Psychiatry section in a Swedish hospital occur. In addition, 

hospital systems are worthy for the thesis, yet due to the safety and privacy of data, 

especially patients’ data, hospital systems were only taken noted through the interviewees’ 

descriptions without directly seeing and using. The operation as well as systems in the 

hospital in general and in Psychiatry in particular are very huge and complicated. Within 

the limited time duration of interview and a limited number of interviewees, the thesis only 

presents the aspects generated from collected data relating to the areas the interviewees 

work and are involved in. 

4. Findings 

4.1 Knowledge Management Processes in Psychiatry 
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4.1.1 Research Setting 

Hospital Structure and Psychiatry Structure (Figure 5 in appendix)  

Through the interviews, the research setting of Psychiatry section in the hospital is 

explored. To understand how KMP in Psychiatry section of the hospital are, it is necessary 

to have an overarching view of the hospital and psychiatry structures. Following B, the 

hospital encompasses separate departments, for example, internal medicine department, 

surgery department, orthopedic department. Each department has its own features and 

operational structure. Psychiatry is one of departments in the hospital as well. Within B’s 

clarification, in this department, there are two types of patient: outpatient and inpatient. 

“Clinic” is the ambulatory care for outpatients and “Inpatient Care” is for inpatients, so 

“Clinic” in this thesis does not mean the entire psychiatry department in the hospital 

although in Swedish, “klinik” as “clinic” in English covers the whole psychiatry department 

and “mottagning” as “clinic” in English means ambulatory care. Likewise, “Psychiatry” is 

used as the entire psychiatry section in the hospital.  

Based on the document provided by A, in Psychiatry, there are research and 

development, head doctor, doctor group, staffs in cafeteria, and four psychiatry care units 

including Psychiatry 1, 2, Elder Psychiatry, and Forensic and Addiction Psychiatry in 

Psychiatry. In Psychiatry 1, there are inpatient care and clinics of mood disorder, anxiety, 

gender disorder, youth, sexual violence, eating disorder, emergency, and psychotherapy. 

The mood disorder clinic receives patients having depression or too much energy, anxiety, 

trauma which is shock in mentality such as seeing a terrible traffic accident. The gender 

disorder relates to gender dysphoria, transsexualism, gender identity problems of people 

over the age of 18. Youths with psychiatric issues and under the age of 25 are arranged to 

the youth clinic. The sexual violence clinic is for people who have been subjected to sexual 

violence or violence in a partner relationship. The eating disorder involves in the problems 

of eating which cause mental illness. In Psychiatry 2, the level of illness is more serious. It 

focuses on psychosis which is the situation of hearing and seeing uncanny things which 

normal people cannot. There are an inpatient care and a clinic for this disease. Additionally, 

some treatment and rehabilitation care units locating different areas and occupational 

therapy care unit are included. Next, in Elder Psychiatry, there are an inpatient care and a 

clinic for elder who are older than 65 years old, plus it consists of the care unit for follow-

up after patients are discharged from hospital and the psychiatry secretariat. The last care 

unit is Forensic and Addiction Psychiatry. Forensic Psychiatry is that criminals after killing 

people do not go to prison but have mental sickness. They are treated in a special room with 

many cameras for supervising. Addiction Psychiatry relates to people with various kinds of 

addiction such as alcohol, drug. Both Forensic Psychiatry and Addiction Psychiatry have 

their own inpatient care and clinic for separated treatment.  

Human Resource  

B works in a clinic with around 11 – 15 colleagues. They are: one main psychiatrist, 

psychologists, nurses, social workers, physiotherapist, occupational therapist, and doctor 

interns. Psychologists and nurses can become therapists if they own their licenses. Social 

workers play a role of helping patients in the sense of lives. They can aid patients to pay 

bills and invoices, do housework, resolve money-related problems, contact national board 
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of health and welfare1, and so on. Occupational therapist is the person helping patients 

gradually come back to work. Psychologists support psychiatrist in diagnosis and treatment 

within psychological tests. Physiotherapists treats and helps patients in physical therapy. 

Nurses test blood and support psychiatrist. Psychiatrist is the doctor treating psychiatric 

patients. Doctor interns are graduated medical students who need to practice for 2 years to 

be eligible for becoming doctor. A is the interviewee working in an inpatient care. Every 

inpatient care has one head doctor. A has 26 employees including one head doctor, nurses, 

auxiliary nurses, and so on, but without psychologists. This thesis focuses on the KMP of 

both inpatient care and clinic from receiving patients, diagnosing, curing to discharging 

them, and related activities.  

4.1.2 Systems 

Structure of systems 

There are many different systems in the hospital. Through the interviews, three systems 

with relevant data to what the interviewees work are discovered. They are medical record 

system, “Visma” system, medicine system (Figure 6 in appendix). Among them, medical 

record system and “Visma” system are computer systems, medicine system is stored and 

managed by papers. Medical record system is the most major and important system for all 

departments in the hospital because it stores all patients-related data, for example, 

personal information, illness history, visits, medication, emails, conversations between 

psychiatrists and their colleagues for discussing about patients’ problems. “Visma” system 

is used by managers and for administration of, for example, employees, leaves, schedule, 

plan, human distribution. Medicine system includes papers storing medication of patients, 

medicine usage as well as medical room management. Following A, there is a medical room 

containing all kinds of medicine for A’s inpatient care. Relying on the prescriptions from 

psychiatrists, nurses take medicine from the medical room for patients. Moreover, there is 

the medicine computer system, but it does not belong to the interviewees’ working areas. A 

gave more information that other departments use the medicine computer system to fill up 

the medical room to ensure the quantity of different medicine providing for patients, but 

in A’s care unit, they do not use it, only nurses check and fill them up. A said that “we don’t 

use so many drugs as many other inpatient cares, of course we have some injection and 

some pills, but it is not a really big medical room”. Additionally, according to B, there is 

working email part which is separated from medical record system, it consists of emails 

about meetings, study group, lectures, important things not relating to patients but 

between employees inside and outside the clinic. Moreover, I believe that there are more 

parts in these systems, but this study focuses on relevant information to the interviewees 

and KMP they describe.  

Medical record system 

Based on the information collected from the interviews, I categorized into different 

parts in the medical record system which are email part (high level of private rather than 

working email part due to the relevance to patients), schedule part, and medical record 

part. It is noticed that all parts in this system pertain to only patients. The content of emails 

                                                           
1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Board_of_Health_and_Welfare_(Sweden) 
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is setting up meetings to discuss about a specific patient, difficult cases, preparing papers 

which patients need, for instance, papers of patients’ current illness and situations for 

insurance companies, papers for transport agency in case of patients with mentality or eye 

problems to prevent patients from driving, papers for social agency in case of lack of money, 

personal needs to cooperate with insurance companies to help patients. In schedule part, 

data of to-do lists, emergency are stored with the purpose of assisting employees to view, 

check, follow their schedules and make a working plan for a complete working day. In 

medical record part, there are tables fully showing perspectives of the interviewees about 

how the medical record system works. Medical record part owns disease table, blood 

pressure and temperature cure table, blood laboratory table, cure table, visits table, test 

table, conversation table, employees table, and medicine table. Disease table presents 

reasons causing psychiatric illness or related factors by acknowledging elements 

surrounding patients such as behavior, movement, acting, craziness, sleeping, eating, sex 

life, work, children, marriage, elderly, drunk, feeling, relatives, relationship, family, special 

case/signs. Blood pressure and temperature cure table stores patients’ data of blood and 

temperature such as blood pressure, temperature, heartbeat. Test table stores data of 

physical tests such as lever, stomach, kidney, hormone, alcohol, psychological test, 

radiology clinic, family interview/telephone. Cure table contains data of diagnosis, 

treatment, medication, instruction of using medicine. Blood Laboratory owns how much 

salt and sugar in patients’ blood. Visits table holds data of all patients’ visits. Employees 

table embraces employees’ personal data such as name, position, department while 

conversation table stores the content of all conversations between employees about 

patients. Medicine table let a person know the way to use a specific medicine, side effects 

the medicine, dosage, which other medicine can replace this medicine in case of the 

shortage of medicine. Patients table carries patients’ information such as name, personal 

number, date of birth, gender, address, phone, email, contact person, job. In addition, this 

system also supports psychiatrists and nurses in searching and understanding more about 

different kinds of medicine. Following A, a nurse is equipped full knowledge of medicines, 

but if a kind of medicine is new or nurses forget it, this system shows a short hint with 

important information of that medicine. Following B and C, in the system, next to a specific 

kind of medicine, there is a link connecting to another website with more information. B 

added that this website belongs to government and is about medication for patients and 

doctors. It is called “High medical government”. There are two parts in this website: one 

for patients with straightforward content, one for doctors with advanced content. It is 

classified by kind of illness with a list of medicine for each kind of illness and detailed 

description.   

Visma system 

According to A, Visma system is used by managers to make daily schedules, plans 

for their employees and enhance the quality of grand grounds2 in their own care unit. 

Managers manage holidays, contact their employees, make dialogs with employees and the 

other organizations, distribute human resource in case of for example a nurse is off due to 

sickness, managers contact the other nurses to ask if one of them can replace or help via 

                                                           
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_rounds 
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this system. Furthermore, managers also administrate, make plans for meetings in their 

clinics or inpatient cares, meetings with the other clinics or inpatient cares, meetings with 

the other organizations such as municipality social care center, primary care3. All 

information relating to Visma system is taken notes on papers into the bargain such as 

content of all meetings, schedules, plan, human distribution in anticipation of urgent cases 

such as the system is down.  

Medicine paper system 

A described that this system includes papers for managing the medical room with 

attributes such as name of medicine and quantity, papers of medicine usage consisting of 

alternative medicine and medicine without the head doctor’s permission, and papers of 

medication for patients comprising name of patient, name of medicine, quantity, 

instruction of usage, sign of nurse. Sometimes, if a kind of medicine runs out and it has not 

been filled up, alternative medicine is used for substitution. Furthermore, nurses can give 

patients some kinds of medicine such as Panadol, stomach pills, which is listed in the 

medicine without the head doctor’s permission part. If there are special cases that patients 

need special medicine, unusual medicine which does not exist in the medical room, nurses 

order it and managers check orders, which is saved in papers for managing the medical 

room. In urgent cases, they can ask medicine from the other care units. 

Access Privilege in Medical Record System (Figure 7 in appendix) 

Following B’s description, there are three major and big hospitals (A, B, C) in county A 

where the interviewees work. The psychiatrist lives in county A and works in Psychiatry 

belonging to hospital A, it is obvious that he can access to the medical record system of 

Psychiatry in hospital A of county A. In addition, he can view, add, edit patients’ data in the 

Psychiatry medical record system in hospital A. However, he can only view patients’ data 

in the other departments of hospital A without editing or adding such as orthopedic medical 

record system, surgery medical record system. The Psychiatry medical record system is the 

place storing all data of patients who are attached to Psychiatry, even in different care units 

such as elder, youth, mood disorder, eating disorder, addiction, forensic psychiatry. This 

derives from the real case which is that a patient can move between psychiatry care units 

depending on the patient’s sickness. B gave an example, a patient has depression, he is 

treated in the clinic of mood disorder, then he switches to 66 years old, he is moved to the 

elder clinic or elder inpatient care unit to continue his treatment. Analogously, the 

psychiatrist can view the medical record systems of not only Psychiatry but also 

Orthopedic, Surgery, the other departments in hospital B and C belonging to county A 

without adding or editing. It is mandatory to ask patients’ permissions before he views 

patients’ data in these medical record systems. The psychiatrist must use his doctor ID card 

to be able to access these systems in county A. To dissimilar counties, for example county 

B, he cannot access to any systems of county B. 

4.1.3 Knowledge Management Processes 

KMP embrace different activities to transfer and develop knowledge throughout human 

beings in organizations. Psychiatry section in the hospital is the one of organizations 
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owning the complex KMP. Through this KMP, five stages of KMP are clearly shown based 

on the specific activities of Psychiatry and following the definition of each stage of KMP. 

Following A and B, there are differences in diagnosis and treatment between different 

psychiatry care units but in general, the KMP studied are mostly similar between psychiatry 

care units. Due to the complexity of the KMP, I divided them into four parts including the 

first part for both outpatient and inpatient processes, the following two parts for outpatient 

process, and the last part for inpatient process. Outpatient process contains diagnosis and 

treatment which are not included in inpatient process, so it occupies more parts than 

inpatient process, while inpatient process stresses patients who need follow-up process, 

special cares, and have serious sickness. All activities and processes in this part are 

displayed based on A, B, C’s descriptions and I classified these activities into the respective 

stages of KMP following the definition of each stage of KMP.  

A new patient (Jones) comes to the hospital for the first time. Jones can go to the 

health center in the area where he lives, or he can go to the police office to ask for help, or 

he can directly go to the hospital and ask the emergency department or the referral clinic 

of Psychiatry. These are places of receiving patients. Here, Jones talks to psychiatrist, 

psychologist, nurse, social worker, or therapist who collects his information relating to his 

illness. The information discovered can be everything around his life such as marriage, 

working, relationships (following the table “Disease” in Medical Record System). Based on 

the information, the psychiatrist and the psychologist preliminarily define the reasons 

causing his illness, diagnose and make an initial plan of treatment. Then, the information 

of staying or arriving to the hospital, his life story, plan for staying, medical suggestion, 

previous sickness and diagnoses, and so on are inputted to the medical record system. In 

this step, a decision is made by the psychiatrist if his illness is serious or minor. A patient 

with serious sickness is required hospitalization. The one with minor case is treated in the 

clinic. Enclosed by the definition of each stage in KMP, these activities are put in knowledge 

identification stage of KMP (Figure 8 in appendix) because these activities focus on 

collecting and classifying knowledge. 

To outpatient treatment, Jones will be given appointments for different purposes 

depending on the psychiatrist’s decision. After the preliminary diagnosis, the psychiatrist 

may demand the psychologist to do essential psychological tests in case that Jones cannot 

talk (ex. too crazy, or too depressed, or serious sickness) or the psychiatrist suspects that 

Jones tells lie to take free pills or take benefits somehow; in this case, questionnaire with 

multiple levels of answers (from 1 to 10) is applied and filled by Jones. There are several 

similar questions, but if Jones has different answers, from which checking telling truth is 

investigated. Moreover, the psychiatrist can move Jones to radiology clinic to do RTG (X-

ray), MR, computed tomography tests in case that the psychiatrist is doubtful that his 

illness involves in brain. B said that reasons causing illness can be external factors (mental 

factors), or internal factors (physical factors), or both. Based on the results of tests, the 

psychiatrist and psychologist diagnose which kind of illness he has and decide appropriate 

treatment. During the treatment, the psychiatrist orders respective colleagues to take care 

of Jones relying on his illness. For example, if Jones needs to check blood, the psychiatrist 

orders a nurse to do that, or if Jones can come back to work, occupational therapist is 
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ordered to help him. After the treatment, if Jones is recovered, the process is finished; 

otherwise, Jones continues to meet and talk to one of employees in the clinic, which aids 

for the psychiatrist and psychologist in detecting new information, creating better 

diagnosis and more effective treatment. Then, all information is entered to the system and 

the psychiatrist reviews them and performs ensuing steps. These steps can be repeated 

many times until Jones is totally fine. Additionally, one or more steps in this round can be 

skipped depending on decisions of the psychiatrist. All activities supporting to creating 

diagnosis and treatment are categorized into knowledge creation (Figure 9 in appendix). 

Diagnosis and treatment are classified by code and saved to the system, which is knowledge 

storage in KMP (Figure 10 in appendix). On the other hand, the information is used to do 

statistics with the goal of researching and improving the current statistics by researchers, 

students as well as providing a holistic situation of cure for psychiatrists. For example, 

statistics are made between ages (1-15, 18-50 years old), regions (Norway, Sweden), areas 

(North and South of Sweden) to compare, realize the most popular sickness for each unit, 

prognose disease to a new patient coming to the hospital, or pick up the best diagnosis – 

treatment which can be applied in the future, and so on. They are activities of using data in 

the system from the knowledge of employees and patients to serve useful purposes in 

reality, classed to knowledge utilization (Figure 10). Furthermore, psychiatry holds 

presentations to share knowledge, lectures, group discussions, meetings among clinics and 

inpatient cares to uplift knowledge for employees and to find effective solutions for serious 

cases, which is called knowledge transfer (Figure 10). 

To hospitalization (Figure 11 in appendix), discovering sickness and treatment are 

not performed. The inpatient care receives Jones from the clinic through collecting the 

basic report (symptom, previous and current diagnoses), personal information (ID, 

personal number, age), psychiatrist’s guess (medical treatment, sleeping, from crisis). This 

activity is done by a nurse. Then, the nurse gives him contact persons including one nurse 

and one auxiliary nurse. The activity of transferring knowledge between the clinic and the 

inpatient care and between the nurse and Jones is in knowledge transfer. After the initial 

procedure of hospitalization, a head psychiatrist reviews diagnoses and decides treatment. 

Next, the psychiatrist controls and follows his progress depending on Jones’s illness. For 

example, if Jones has suicide, or he hurts himself, or he cannot sleep. During surveillance 

process, if the head psychiatrist suspects that the diagnosis is wrong, he requires the clinic 

to check and do tests to look for the right illness. Otherwise, he with the nurse and auxiliary 

nurse make a hospitalization plan for Jones. These activities belong to knowledge creation. 

During the time of staying at the hospital, the psychiatrist and auxiliary nurse delve into 

Jones’s needs (both in the hospital and outside life) by talking to him to help him feel 

comfortable and improve his illness as well as possible; additionally, talking to patients, 

relatives of patients, or people around patients make the investigation of problems more 

efficient such as if the family has this problem or when patients have this illness, which is 

in knowledge identification. Subsequently, if the head psychiatrist realizes that Jones can 

be discharged, the manager immediately contacts the clinic to check and follow his illness 

or primary care to help him following his needs or if he lives alone, which is arranged in 
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knowledge transfer. In case that Jones cannot be discharged, the head psychiatrist goes on 

with controlling and following his sickness until he is recovered.  

4.1.4 Advantages and Difficulties 

There are advantages and disadvantages in this KMP. About the advantages, B shared that 

to patients with drug addiction, they usually cheat to have more drugs by coming to 

different clinics to declare their diseases. The medical record system helps to stop this 

situation by supporting doctors to check and track patients’ medical records and contacting 

their previous doctors or clinics. In addition, B added that: 

“To emergency cases, for example, a patient is admitted to the hospital in 

unconscious status or at the point of death, doctors have no information of the 

patient. Hence, doctors use the patient’s ID card with his personal number to 

check his medical record in the medical record system to rescue him. However, 

doctors can check patients’ medical history only when patients live in the 

county where they are admitted to the hospital. If patients are from the other 

counties, doctors cannot check their medical records. In those cases, doctors 

will call patients’ previous hospitals in the other counties to ask information”.   

On the other hand, following B, all employees in the hospital can see all patients’ 

medical records. Although currently a patient can check who views his medical history or 

ask his doctor to check it, there is no direct prevention of accessing to patients’ medical 

records in the system, there is only punishment which is that the employee is fired if he 

views the medical record of a patient whom he is not in charge. Furthermore, it is 

challenging and time-consuming for doctors to find a necessary piece in patient’s 

information because the system does not clearly separate each area of separated content, 

for example, a text field of marriage, a text field of working, a text field of family. B supposed 

that it is similar to a document and different kinds of content are separated by a line break. 

C added that C has to see many different parts in the system to understand a problem or 

make a conclusion, so C expects that all involved and essential information can be somehow 

gathered in one place. Another current situation is that there are research papers, research 

studies based on the knowledge source and data source of Psychiatry, but not all of 

employees know them or use them. B shared that there are few researches they can use with 

the role of a psychiatrist because most of the researches do not relate to psychiatry’s field, 

but administration of whole hospital or operations. With the job role as a manager, A said 

that the difficulties are about how to go further with patients in what they need, what the 

best solution is for both sides, which relates to ethical dilemmas. A feels the lack of time to 

manage everything during a working day from arranging grand rounds, meetings, filling in 

the shortage or changing human resource. Additionally, both A and C thought that the 

system is rather complex to use. A said that “Maybe the system is great but not everyone is 

familiar or up-to-date with the system, so that is human-related problem” or “I use the 

system to make an appointment for meetings, then I call to make sure if they receive”.  

4.2 Data Mining today 
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Following D and E, DM is a wide area because data has many different types, for example, 

free text, database, video, images. Each datatype suits specific techniques, and DM mines 

many datatypes, so DM covers or correlate with many other IT areas such as machine 

learning, artificial intelligence (AI), deep learning, database management, computer vision. 

D supposed that machine learning is used in data mining process and so are statistics, 

mathematics, database system. Thus, DM is not a single process, but a conjugate process 

with various IT fields. E gave an example, AI usually relates robots or automatic systems 

which learn and interact with human environment. Apart from learning inherent data, a 

robot talks to a patient to take new data as new input and bases on what the robot learnt to 

reply to the patient. In this case, it relates to machine learning and because of creating 

meaningful responses for patients by exploiting data, it is also DM. Both D and E 

fundamentally indicated a similar DM process but there are some differences due to their 

different jobs. Generally, understanding business view is the first step. The following steps 

are reviewing and understanding data, preprocessing data, setting goals of DM projects, 

main processing, evaluating DM models, reporting and implementing (Figure 13 in 

appendix).  

In understanding business view, D said that: 

“The most difficult obstacle is understanding customers’ requirements, even 

customers do not understand their goals or what they want is misty. Hence, 

the factor determining the success of DM projects is to discuss with customers 

to produce clear requirements”.  

This communication and discussion help both sides clarify the other side’s wants and create 

the secure feeling for customers. D also added that: 

“Sometimes the problem can be impossibly resolved, or the model is difficult, 

it is crucial to explain for customers. So, communication with customers and 

defining clear goals are pivotal to gain expectations of two sides. 

Sporadically, customers’ expectations are very high, and our models cannot 

fulfill such a very high level, resulting to the failure of DM project. Nonetheless, 

our models are just good enough, and our customers understand reasons of 

creating these models which can be the limitation of accuracy of provided 

data, or the limitation of current method, algorithms. This balance and 

understanding each other’s business lead to our customers’ pleasure. 

Consequently, the success of DM projects is the fulfilment of customers’ needs”.  

He also supports customers to be clear about their requirements by expressing a plan 

including sub-goals to gain customers’ big goals, whereby customers will not demand too 

highly, but at reasonable level of expectation. To E, understanding business view supports 

E to collect data which is appropriate with DM projects and research directions. Collecting 

data sometimes requires E to use crowd sourcing method which can be by building a system 

to collect data, so business knowledge is necessary for this.  

In reviewing and understanding data, D said that “in this step, it requires to have 

experts who clearly understand all data, even each number in the data. They have business 

insights to help data scientists distinguish and grasp data understanding according to 

business goals”. In pre-processing data, D commented that “practical data has many 
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problems such as missing data due to faults of the system, noise. We have to identify error 

data, then handle it”. This step embraces data integration, data cleaning, data selection, 

and data format. Data integration is to join databases, combine multiple involving data 

sources together. Data cleaning removes noise and inconsistent data by filtering, 

aggregating, and filling in missing values. Data selection is about selecting relating data 

which can be used in DM tasks. Data format is to convert data to convenient format for 

modeling.  

The next step – setting goals of DM projects is similar to planning. D gave an 

example which is “in 1-2 months, we complete the model for analyzing seasons of the hotel, 

in next 3 months, the model for prediction will be completed. We list goals of mining data”.  

The main process starts after DM goals are clear. To D, the main process includes 

researching the data to see how other data scientists treat that kind of data, listing possible 

models, updating, and testing them in the training data. D said that “there are a few people 

who can totally understand models such as neural network. Howbeit, there are many open 

sources in DM field, it may be easy to find a model which fits our project, then we edit it to 

entirely fit to our project”. E presented a specific project which the main process is to 

perform data in the vector form and use statistical algorithms to build a decision tree or 

statistical parametric mapping (SPM) in binary type. Depending on what kind of DM 

project, the main process changes with the change of techniques and algorithms.  

In evaluation stage, D writes testing code to assess error of his models in his hotel 

project, then testing code is run on the data of all hotels to detect the hotels with high level 

of error, whereby he will delve into these hotels to analyze the reasons having errors. 

Moreover, he also uses cost/error function to evaluate how good models are. To models 

belonging to sentiment, they will be run on a data set of customers to get their feedbacks, 

whereby the goodness of models is measured.  

If the results after evaluation are good, D and E make the report to present their 

DM models and proven results of accuracy and reliability. If DM models satisfy business 

goals, they will be implemented. Otherwise, it returns to re-define business understanding. 

This process has iterative feature until it produces good DM models. Every DM task should 

be pertained to business insights of customers. Due to the different essence of DM projects 

and software projects, while the outcome of website project is a user-friendly, fully done 

website with interesting functions, the outcome of DM projects cannot be anticipated, so D 

stressed the critical role of DM experts by offering their advice in the success of DM 

projects. Simultaneously, if business understanding becomes clearer and reasonable, DM 

tasks become straightforward as well.  

5. Developing an implementing framework 

5.1 Data Mining in Knowledge Management Processes 

Following five types of VCF, DM is categorized into three approaches: descriptive approach, 

predictive approach, and prescriptive approach (Crockett and Eliason, 2017). Based on the 

different patterns of DM and through the interviews about KMP and DM, I realized the 

needs of the interviewees in Psychiatry and the potentials of DM which can satisfy or 
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support the interviewees’ needs. Thus, I suggest the below specific contributions of DM 

following three approaches of DM to resolve the difficulties and impediments of the current 

KMP in Psychiatry.  

Descriptive approach aims at describing what has happened following immediate 

value and potential value in VCF. Likewise, DM is potential for medication. Currently, 

medication is mainly prescribed by psychiatrists thanks to their knowledge and personal 

working experiences. With the integration of DM in the medical record system, it suggests 

proper medicines for each kind of illness, medical prescription within instructions and 

usage attached, which supports psychiatrists and nurses in case that they lose 

remembrance of some medicines, or they need to verify information. Additionally, 

preparing necessary papers for patients is one of DM’s values. DM can learn previous cases 

to imitate and assist related employees to get ready required papers depending on each 

patient’s situation. An automatic checking system of every employee’s completed tasks and 

every completed responsibility to each patient helps A in management.  

Predictive approach is about predicting what will happen, corresponding to applied 

value and realized value in VCF. This approach emphasizes on predicting to make changes 

and improvement of performance. In similar fashion, DM has ability of suggesting better 

care plans for patients. Depending on each patient with a specific situation and illness, care 

plans are made to offer best custody for patients during hospitalization. Similarly, DM aids 

to make follow-up plans for patients after they discharge. B gave an example, they need to 

check up every two weeks, or they need helps in doing housework or a person to talk to 

because they live alone. Relying on each patient’s case, DM predicts what the patient needs, 

and which way is the best to make the patient happy, whereby DM creates proper plans 

fitting patients’ needs and circumstances. The system to suggest human resource 

replacement also works similarly. Additionally, DM contributes to the arrangement of 

meetings throughout Psychiatry, appointments between psychiatrists and patients as well 

as between employees. Due to the heavy and busy schedule of all employees in Psychiatry 

with different priorities, DM generates the models for producing schedules which are 

adequate to all employees. Simultaneously, DM can make diagnosis accurately and quickly 

by suggesting relating, typical, or new patients’ information when psychiatrists review 

patients’ status of sickness, which can reduce time that psychiatrists look for patients’ 

information from different parts of the system. DM also can recognize dangerous sickness 

sooner thanks to outlier analysis pattern of DM, whereby the sickness is prevented in time.  

Prescriptive approach strives for determining how to resolve current problems by 

new creation, which is respective to reframing value in VCF. One of striking and the most 

expecting features of DM is innovation in treatment and diagnosis. DM with the experts in 

healthcare and psychiatrists in particular, doctors in general invent new treatment for 

serious sickness based on an large amount of patients’ data, knowledge, and experiences. 

Moreover, DM creates innovative new solutions for the Psychiatry operations. Following E, 

the most major goal of DM is prediction. Yet through the way models of DM work, the way 

models suggest and predict, what has happened (descriptive approach) can be recognized. 

Additionally, the results of DM inherently contain solutions for current problems 

(prescriptive approach). Relying on the KMP in Psychiatry and its advantages and 
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disadvantages, DM is realized as a useful method to amend shortcomings and reinforce 

good points in KMP. Through these recommendations of DM applications in the KMP, it is 

appropriate to DM to be added in knowledge creation, knowledge transfer, and knowledge 

utilization of KMP. DM can maximize its capability in these three stages rather than 

knowledge identification and knowledge storage of KMP. 

5.2 Data Mining Implementing Framework 

Relying on the information of literature review and interviews, I developed a DM 

implementing framework (Figure 14) with the purpose of suggesting the way to implement 

DM projects in the KMP of Psychiatry to gain the benefits as suggested above based on 

Crockett and Eliason (2017) and the information provided by D and E. This framework has 

basic and common parts compared with the CRISP, but it tends to practical perspectives. 

This framework contains three different systems: analytics system, best practice system, 

and adoption system (Crockett and Eliason, 2017) to guarantee DM projects from 

production to application. Crockett and Eliason (2017) wrote that “Unfortunately, very few 

healthcare organizations implement all three of these systems”. In fact, best practice system 

and adoption system are usually disregarded or less stressed, resulting to the unexpected 

failure in deploying DM projects in reality after creating best DM models, people only much 

focus on analytics system instead. Additionally, best practice system and adoption system 

resolve the difficulty of the unused researches. All three different approaches equally play 

important roles, need big efforts and skilled human resources to gain the satisfactory of 

requirements. Through the case study of Psychiatry, the strengths of DM and the way to 

implement DM projects by the implementing framework are exposed and highlighted. 

Moreover, this framework is applied to not only Psychiatry, but also the other businesses 

which expect to use DM.  

 

5.2.1 Data Mining Implementing System 

In the implementing system, the inputs of DM projects are business view, processed data, 

goals, and algorithms. The first factor - processed data means cleaned data. During pre-

processing time, raw data are stamped based on the classification of data, separated data 

sources are integrated, noise is cleaned, and data are formatted to make building DM 

Figure 14 – Data Mining Implementing Framework 
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models easier. E explained more, the background noise is removed in the sound data of a 

conversation, the other animals are ignored in the image data about dogs and cats, or the 

other languages are erased in the text data about English. Depending on the goal of mining 

data, the respective kind of noise is filtered. The next factors - Goals and business view play 

the decisive role in leading DM projects to success. To pre-process data, understanding 

business view is necessary. E gave an example, to make a DM project of predicting who has 

diabetes, it is necessary to know which features relate to diabetes such as the habits of 

eating/drinking, dietary, time of eating/drinking, playing sport, and additionally, to 

understand what each number, or text in the data, or the other kinds of datatypes means, 

whereby, we can clean noise, unite different data sources, format data, or stamp data 

(people with diabetes and people without diabetes). In addition, business view is clear, 

leading to the clear business goals as well as data mining goals, which directs us to follow 

the right way, save time, cost and gain higher rate of success. With processed data, business 

view and goals, the last factor - algorithms and techniques are carefully chosen to make DM 

projects become straightforward. If business view and goals are visibly specified but there 

is no proper algorithm or technique, models created cannot be optimized and DM process 

can take longer time. E added that the DM project to predict who has diabetes fits statistical 

algorithms while the DM project to identify how a beautiful face is suits image processing 

techniques. Apart from the inputs needed to prepare well, DM projects also requires, for 

example, expertise, working and personal experiences to form models.  

According to D and E, to know how good models are, evaluation examines this by 

measurements such as MSE, accuracy, cost/error functions or by human beings. For 

example, models of predicting who has diabetes show the percentage of how good they are, 

compared with the other involved models. Moreover, E said that to manifest the models’ 

efficiency, data scientists let the machine learning progress run from 100 to 0 and measure 

how fast they learn. The effectiveness and performance of models are proved by 

mathematical numbers. Another example E talked about is to test the prediction of which 

one is dog or cat, it requires the assistance of human. The results of models show that this 

is a dog or a cat, the models’ efficiency is assessed by human’s eyes. Thanks to evaluation, 

DM projects create best models which can deal with business objectives as well as suit 

companies’ vision and strategies. Models are not human-friendly to be implemented in 

reality, they are just as functions with variable x and result f(x) = ax + b as D and E said. It 

is necessary to input a, b and variable x which are practical numbers to explore applicable 

knowledge which inspires innovation and strategic ideas for business. 

5.2.2 Best Practice System 

In best practice system, knowledge work is standardized, and it systematically applies 

evidence-based best practices to care delivery (Crockett and Eliason, 2017). It takes years 

for applying these findings to clinical practice. Therefore, a powerful best practice system 

curtails time of this process. It depends on the quality of models, business context, and how 

models affect to people’s lives to decide how models should be used. In this system, 

practical and new data are applied to the DM models to create meaningful and feasible 

knowledge for the business. E said that “there are DM researches which are not used 

because there is no business area for those DM researches, or data are not enough to bring 
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DM researches into the world, or the quality of those DM researches is not ensured to use 

in practice”. E gave an example, DM models for a system to predict if a person has cancer 

must be 100% accurate because only one time to predict wrong causes mortal danger for 

the person. E and D have a same opinion that it is very difficult to make sure that a model 

is 100% accurate, but E added that “a model reaching to the threshold of 100% accuracy is 

bumped up against reality. If the model does not gain 100% accuracy, it is used in the 

supporting systems of diagnosis. The person making final decision is doctor”. Therefore, 

best practice system plays an indispensable role as an intermediate system to carefully 

checks DM models by defining how many percentage of accuracy DM models gain before 

DM models are used in practice. Moreover, following E, many other systems which are 

much simpler and do not cause serious consequences such as suggesting an interesting 

movie are broadly applied to help users to save time in choosing movies, products. In this 

system, best-practice organizations tend to use SAS, Tableau analytical tools with the 

automation assistance and specialized statistical, visual analysis tools (Boire, Tyndall, 

Carriere and Champion, 2003) to perform useful and understandable results or knowledge 

to business insiders. Additionally, the deployment of models encourages the interaction 

between models and the real world with occurring data, whereby, the factors impacting on 

the business performance are monitored and tracked (Ness Corporate, 2015) and models 

are checked if models have ability to adapt with the change of external environment. Based 

on this empirical deployment, scoring and the percentage of models’ efficiency are pointed 

out, which contributes to the decision making how models are used in practice.  

5.2.3 Adoption System 

The last but very crucial one is adoption system. Without this, all outcomes of DM from 

analytics and best practice systems become useless. Specifically, it involves in making 

changes to gain new organizational structures by enabling consistent adoption of best 

practices throughout whole organization. It is not simple to bring DM models into current 

systems of organizations. DM models may change the way the systems normally work or 

vice versa, the current systems may change the way DM models work. “Machine learning 

packages may often be treated as black boxes, resulting in large masses of “glue code” or 

calibration layers that can lock in assumptions. Changes in the external world may make 

models or input signals change behavior in unintended ways” (Google Inc., 2014, p. 1). In 

addition, valuable knowledge as strategies, dominant ideas created from DM models may 

change the way organizations operate including, for instance, people, culture, management 

style, resulting to unexpected consequences, resistance of people, or failure of DM projects. 

E stated that “Bringing results of research to reality is a big problem”. For example, the 

system of predicting who has diabetes is deployed in reality, the problems considered are 

how to add it to the medical record system or how to properly combine it with the medical 

record system, how to encourage or train doctors to use it, if boundary erosion between 

new and old systems happens. This example shows that there are factors affecting to DM 

projects’ success. It is necessary to enable this diabetes prediction system to be legally 

deployed throughout the hospital by the permission and surveillance of board of directors. 

The deployment cost is a main concern to ensure the deploying process until this system 

really operates well and stably in the hospital. To maintain this system and combine it with 
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the current system as well as monitor the operation of the old and new systems, it is 

essential to have specialists and skilled relating human resources. Additionally, to 

encourage doctors to use it, the plan of introducing and training is made to help doctors 

accept, feel comfortable and useful to use it. Thus, it is indispensable to form an adoption 

system consisting of research team, development team, marketing team as well as sponsors, 

permissions of Government or directors depending on the aim and purview of DM projects 

according to E. E also explained more, law or country characteristics are also considered. 

For example, a system of predicting the trend of suicide uses personal information which 

can be from, for example, chatting conversations, livestream. This system can be deployed 

in Asia or America, but not in Europe because Europe has a very high and strict right of 

privacy. Adoption system helps make ideas of research become true.  

6. Discussion 

This thesis studies the KMP in the Psychiatry section of a Swedish hospital and explores 

the potentials of DM to strengthen the performance of KMP as well as the work quality in 

Psychiatry by assisting employees from managers, psychiatrists to nurse auxiliaries to 

reduce tasks which the system can undertake based on invaluable big data. This is my 

aspiration to connect IT innovations to the healthcare in particular and the other 

businesses in general via the research question “How can data mining add value to the 

knowledge management processes?”. To answer for this question, I conducted five 

interviews which can be categorized to two targets: KMP-related target and DM-related 

target. Starting with KMP in Psychiatry, it is a complicated process with many sub-

processes from receiving patients to leaving the hospital (Figure 12 in appendix). Namely, 

there are two major processes in the KMP including hospitalization process and clinic 

process. The clinic process emphasizes on the diagnosis and treatment for patients while 

the hospitalization process focuses on patients who need care and medical follow-up. The 

activities in KMP are ordered and classed into the corresponding stages of KMP. 

Furthermore, KMP comprehends human resources, the structure of the hospital and 

systems, mainly the medical record system. This medical record system stores all data 

relating to patients and serves the KMP in Psychiatry. Throughout time, it becomes a bigger 

data source which is very precious for the healthcare. Although the medical record system 

supports employees in making diagnosis and treating patients as well as monitoring 

patients’ medical history, it still has limitations which turn into a pile of tasks for managers, 

psychiatrists and other employees.  

Meanwhile, DM emerges as a bright light in IT world about potentials of prediction 

and breakthrough in innovation and strategy based on big data. The combination of KMP 

and DM should be done to support the healthcare in saving human lives. Based on the 

explanation and definition of five types of value in VCF, DM is divided into three 

approaches with the particular tasks in the KMP of Psychiatry. Descriptive approach is 

formed with immediate value and potential value. Predictive approach is shaped with 

applied value and realized value. Prescriptive approach is addressed by reframing value. 

With various DM patterns and these approaches, the capabilities of DM are discovered in 
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medication, paper preparation, an automatic checking system following the descriptive 

approach. The abilities of suggesting better care plans, follow-up plans, as well as 

suggesting the replacement or management of human resources, making schedules for 

employees, and accelerating the diagnosis process with high quality are explored according 

to the predictive approach. Prescriptive approach is relevant to new ways of treatment and 

diagnosis to cure patients better and more effectively. DM not only augments the 

healthcare, namely psychiatry to the next level but also saves medical cost, lightens 

employees’ burdens and betters healthcare services.  

Consequently, a DM implementing framework was developed to make the 

combination of KMP and DM possible. The DM implementing framework embodies three 

systems: analytics system, best practice system and adoption system. These systems orient 

us to perform a DM project from the stage of raising ideas to the stage of deploying the 

outcomes in practice and getting to users. Analytics system focuses on research to create 

best DM models which require comprehensive business view, goals, appropriate 

algorithms, processed data to execute ransacking data. Concurrently, this system uses 

evaluation methods to examine the efficiency of models. Best practice system directs to an 

intermediate approach between research and reality. DM models are presented in the 

understandable and meaningful form which organizations can use and assess. 

Concomitantly, DM models have chances to interact with external environment which 

continuously changes and demands the models to adapt with, thereby, DM models are 

scrutinized before the real utilization. As soon as the criteria of this system are met, 

adoption system transforms the whole DM project to a real application. There are many 

factors affecting to this system which can be, for instance, ethical problems, law, 

acceptance, resistance of people. Thus, a congregation of research team, development team, 

marketing team, sponsors, approval of Government and directors is very essential to 

balance all factors and open a convenient road for the DM project to users. 

There are four points which are needed to be discussed due to the association with 

this thesis. KMP is a broad field which every organization owns somehow. Therefore, firstly, 

KMP in the hospital is embodied in different processes, for example, KMP of whole 

hospital, KMP of treatment, KMP of receiving patients, KMP of daily meetings. However, 

KMP in this thesis is chosen to satisfy the expectation which is that KMP is not too wide 

such as KMP of the entire hospital and not too narrow such as KMP of treatment, KMP in 

Psychiatry is enough to figure out how DM can act in KMP and clearly recognize each stage 

of KMP following the definition as well as the way to add DM to the KMP with its effects. 

Secondly, there is a number of systems in the hospital which DM can improve and create 

more benefits for the hospital, but due to the complexity and the different approaches of 

each system, the thesis concentrates on only the medical record system which is the closest 

and the most major to the KMP chosen and a part of Visma system. Thirdly, DM has a risk 

necessarily mentioned is the risk of privacy. E stated that “because the current machine 

learning models are very good, they can reveal sensitive information”. E gave an example, 

DM models which make prediction if a person has a specific kind of illness produce an 

amazingly high-percentage result which can be understood that the information of the 

person exists in the data; whereby, an insurance company can raise the price of their service 
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or they do not sell their service to that person depending on how serious the illness is. 

However, “the risk can be resolvable if there are DM experts to peruse the protection of 

privacy as soon as models are built”, E said. This protection reinforces the security of the 

system in case that employees can freely access to patients’ medical records without any 

limitation. Consequently, DM’s benefits still overwhelm its risks, and DM is still considered 

as the potential with astonishing value in the healthcare and other businesses. Last but not 

least, following A, there are some systems in the hospital with the similar functions, or 

following B, there is a plan which is to unite all the medical record systems of all counties 

in Sweden to form a sufficient and consistent medical record system which stores data of 

all patients in whole Sweden in the future. Accordingly, uniting similar systems can help 

managers and employees be clearer and comfortable to use the system in their daily work. 

Additionally, a united and consistent medical record system for the whole Sweden will 

create a bigger data source which intensifies the quality of DM models and innovations 

from DM, leading to the better efficiency of operations in KMP.  

7. Conclusion 

This thesis suggests the combination of KMP and DM as the implicit great potential which 

is not considered in many organizations. The study manifests the practical applications of 

DM to improve the performance of KMP via the case study of Psychiatry to answer for the 

question “How can data mining add value to knowledge management processes?”. Not 

stopping in the area of my thesis, DM is expected with its further contribution to the other 

fields in the healthcare such as surgery, cardiopathy, as well as inventions in cancer 

treatment, and the other businesses. Within the setting of the healthcare, the combination 

of IT and the healthcare is existing and developing. Hopefully, as soon as DM is also added 

to IT systems of hospitals, there will be more achievements and more recovered patients. 

Within the DM implementing framework, integrating DM with KMP is not a complicated 

problem. This framework indicates pivotal factors of a DM project and stages including 

analytics system, best practice system, and adoption system which a DM project needs to 

spend and go further to gain the success, hereby, DM becomes closer and more feasible to 

KMP of not only Psychiatry or the healthcare, but also the various businesses although DM 

is a young research field. Delving into analyzing the components, factors of best practice 

system and adoption system is one of the tendency for future research. Moreover, new 

directions, patterns of DM can also be exploited and studied to create more values for 

healthcare in the future. 
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Appendix 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 – The pyramid of knowledge, information, data 

(Source: Knowledge Management Tools) 

Figure 2 – Knowledge Management (Source: LogicalDOC) 
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Figure 3 – CRISP - DM process (Provost and Fawcett, 2013, p.27) 

Figure 4 – Process of planning and preparation procedure 

for qualitative interviews (Mason, 2002, p. 72) 
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Figure 5 – Psychiatry Structure (based on the paper provided by the interviewee) 
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Figure 6 - Structure of Systems 

Figure 7 - Access Privilege in Medical Record System 
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Figure 8 – KMP part 1 
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Figure 9 – KMP part 2 
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Figure 10 – KMP part 3 
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Figure 11 – Hospitalization process 
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Figure 12 – Psychiatry KMP 
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Figure 13 – Data Mining Process (via interview) 
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Figure 15 – Interview question outline 
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Medical Record System Specification 

* Disease 

Doctor and psychologist discover mental reasons of illness through a patient’s life. 

Disease 

Column Description Note 

Behavior Ex: - If he tends to cut 

himself, doctor/nurse 

prevents him from cutting 

or knife 

- If he has suicide, 

doctor/nurse takes care of 

him strictly 

- If he fights someone 

 

Movement   

Acting   

Craziness   

Sleeping   

Eating   

Sex life   

Work Ex: If he loses his job  

Children   

Marriage Ex: If a husband fights his 

wife 

 

Old   

Drunk Ex: If he drinks wine and is 

always in drunk situation 

 

Feeling Ex: Depression  

Too much energy 

 

Relatives Ex: In case there is one or 

some relatives whom the 

patient does not want to 

talk to, if they call the 

patient, doctor/nurse… will 

refuse their callings. 

 

Relationship   

Family   

Special case/sign Ex: If there is someone 

giving him drugs 

 

* Test 

Doctor discovers physical and mental reasons of illness through medical test. 
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Test 

Column Description Note 

Lever Ex: In case that the patient 

drinks too much alcohol, 

check the impact of alcohol 

on lever 

 

Stomach Ex: check stomach for 

alcohol 

 

Kidney Ex: check kidney for 

alcohol 

 

Hormone Ex: Check the hormone in 

the throat causing 

depression 

 

Alcohol   

Psychological test Ex: - In case that the 

patient cannot talk (ex: too 

crazy, too depressed) or 

serious illness 

- Questionnaire with 

different level of answers 

(from 1 to 10), check tell 

truth (some similar 

questions but the patient 

answers differently)  

 

Radiology clinic Ex: - RTG (X-ray: röntgen) 

- MR 

- CT; computed 

tomography 

(datatomografi) 

Check brain if the illness 

relates to brain 

Family-interview/telephone Ex: In case that the patient 

cannot talk (ex: too crazy, 

too depressed) or serious 

illness 

 

=> Reasons causing illness can be external factors (mental factors), or internal factors 

(physical factors), or both 

* Visits 

The doctor sees the visits to know how many times, when and why the patient meets the 

doctor. 

Visits 

Column Description Note 

Date Date when the patient 

meets psychiatrist 
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Time Time and period of time 

when the patient meets 

doctor 

 

* Cure 

The doctor sees how the patient’s illness has been from the past to now. 

- If the doctor thinks that the patient is recovered, he may be checked blood and sees the 

doctor in one year.  

- If the doctor thinks that the illness is serious, the patient needs to frequently see the 

doctor. 

- If the patient has suicide, he needs to be hospitalized. 

- If the doctor thinks that the illness is minor or not serious, the patient sees the doctor 

every two weeks, or once a month, depending on the doctor’s decision. 

Cure 

Column Description Note 

Diagnosis Patient’s diagnoses in the 

time of cure  

Can be different kind of 

diagnoses. A patient can 

have alcohol problem, 

resulting to psychosis, and 

then depression 

Treatment Treatment of each 

diagnosis  

Treatment can be changed 

following the diagnosis 

Medication Medication for each 

diagnosis 

Medication can be changed 

following the diagnosis 

Instruction Instruction for medication 

(ex: how many times per 

day the patient takes drug, 

or external link connecting 

to another website to read 

more) 

 

* Employees 

Employees 

Column Description Note 

Name Full name of an employee   

Position Position of an employee  

Department The department which an 

employee works in 

 

* Conversation 

There is a chat conversation in the medical record system where all employees in the 

clinic can announce important or necessary news to other people in the same clinic. For 

example: a patient has allergy to food or drug. 
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Conversation 

Column Description Note 

Author Name of the employee 

sending announcement or 

text in the chat 

conversation  

 

Content Content of announcement  

Datetime Date and time of the 

announcement 

 

* Blood pressure and temperature cure 

Auxiliary nurses check blood pressure, body temperature, and blood sugar, salt for a 

patient by the dedicated machine following doctor’s orders. They write all information in 

a paper to give it to nurse and input the information into the system. 

Blood pressure and temperature cure 

Column Description Note 

Blood pressure Information of blood 

pressure  

 

Temperature Patient’s temperature  

Heartbeat How many beats of heart  

* Blood laboratory 

Blood Laboratory 

Column Description Note 

Salt How much salt in patient’s 

blood  

 

Sugar How much sugar in 

patient’s blood 

 

* Medicine 

Medicine 

Column Description Note 

Name Name of medicine  

Usage The way to use this 

medicine  

 

Side effect If there is any side effect of 

the medicine 

 

Dosage A dose of the medicine  

Alternative medicine Which other medicine can 

replace this medicine 

 

* Patients 
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Patients 

Column Description Note 

Full name Full name of a patient   

Date of birth Patient’s date of birth  

Gender Patient’s gender  

Personal number Patient’s personal number  

Address The address where the 

patient lives 

 

Phone Patient’s phone number   

Email Patient’s email   

Contact person Contact detail of patient’s 

relative 

 

Job Patient’s job  
 

 

 

 

 


